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We offer several types of plastic buckets. The buckets differ mainly in their capacity. 
We offer buckets with capacity ranging from 0,5 L to 33 L. The standard colour 
is white but it is possible to choose a different colour using the proposed colour 
palette. Of course, it is also possible to choose the colour of a lid and a handle, if they 
are to be plastic. The purchase orders for colourful buckets are processed in the case 
of an order of minimum 5-pallets. Each bucket can be supplied with a plastic or metal 
handle, depending on the customer’s needs. With such a large spectrum of 
possibilities, plastic buckets can be used in many industries. First of all, they are 
used in the chemical industry. Here, they can be used to pack household chemicals 
including various types of powders and liquids but they can also serve as containers 
for paints, bitumen, plasters and varnishes. Moreover, the buckets are also ideal for 
the food industry. They are perfect to store all kinds of preserves such as: fish, fruit, 
vegetable salads or pickle and dairy products. The buckets can also be used to store 
sauces, snacks such as chips or nuts and spices. Each container is protected by a dura-
ble lid which is sealed after the load is inserted.

our offer at a glance:

 article no.
      FP-0100 Bis5
        capacity  1 L1 L
        diameter x height
      122,4 x 131 mm

article no.
     FP-1500 Bis
        capacity  15 L15 L
        diameter x height
      290,8 x 315,6 mm

 article no.
      FP-0055 Bis2
        capacity  0,5 L0,5 L
        diameter x height
      109,6 x 81,3 mm

article no.
     FP-1200 Bis
        capacity  12 L12 L
        diameter x height
      273,3 x 260 mm

 article no.
      FP-0275 LB
        capacity  2,5 L2,5 L
        diameter x height
      162,8 x 157,4 mm

article no.
     FP-2000 Bis2
        capacity  20 L20 L
        diameter x height
      310,2 x 320,2 mm

 article no.
      FP-0300 LB
        capacity  3 L3 L
        diameter x height
      185,9 x 155,4 mm

article no.
     FP-2500 Bis
        capacity  25 L25 L
        diameter x height
      305,9 x 400 mm       

 article no.
      FP-0500 LB
        capacity  5 L5 L
        diameter x height
      213,7 x 187,6 mm

article no.
     FP-3300 Bis
        capacity  33 L33 L
        diameter x height
      362,7 x 389,7 mm

 article no.
      FP-1000 BH
        capacity  10 L10 L
        diameter x height
      265 x 249,8 mm


